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After Sandy left David’s arms, David walked to Celia and the others before saying a little 
apologetically,” I’m sorry I was late. I’m also sorry for making you worry.”  

Celia, Pearl, Julia, and Amelia all shook their heads, meaning that they did not blame 
David.  

Then, they lined up to hug David one by one as if they had discussed beforehand.  

David did not reject them, so he could only let them hug him for a while passively.  

The first one was Pearl.  

“Miss Pearl,” David greeted her.  

Pearl did not say anything. She leaned against David and listened to his heartbeat 
silently.  

She knew she did not have much time, so she only wanted to lean against him for a 
while. Her sisters were still waiting.  

Then, it was Selena, Julia, and Amelia.  

Finally, it was Celia’s turn.  

David was not as passive as he was with the others when it was Celia’s turn.  

This was his official girlfriend, and she was the only woman whom he had a substantial 
sexual relationship with.  

This time, David walked to Celia himself and pulled her into his arms. He whispered, 
“I’m sorry for making you wait so long.”  

Celia buried her head in David’s chest and inhaled the familiar scent. She murmured, 
“I’ll be happy as long as you come back, David. I’ll always wait for you.”  

After she said that, Celia remembered something. She suddenly lifted her head and 
asked David, “You said you’ll take us with you this time to see the outside world. Was 
this true?”  

“Yeah, of course! I will do anything I promised you, and I won’t go back on my word,” 
David said with a grin.  



“Thank you, David!”  

Celia continued to bury her face into David’s chest.  

David held Celia just like this, and no one at the scene made a sound to disturb them.  

The bounty hunters from the Royal Region were still in intense fear. They were still 
wondering how to gain forgiveness from the Master of the Universe so that they could 
continue living.  

Killing someone on the spot was better than keeping them alive to watch their demise 
gradually approach. The latter would be more torturous.  

Pearl and the others watched the two in an embrace. They would be lying if they said 
they were not envious  

While they felt envious, they were also glad.  

According to logic, anyone would feel upset seeing the man they liked hugging another 
woman in front of them.  

Perhaps they might even hate that woman.  

However, the women did not hate Celia at all.  

After spending so much time together, they realized not only did men like Celia, even 
women liked her as well.  

Sometimes, they would even joke that if they were men, they would fall for someone like 
Celia.  

Celia and David separated after a long while.  

David looked at Mason and the other powerhouses and said, “Old Master Stefani, 
everyone, thank you for what you’ve done while I was not on Earth.”  

“What are you talking about, David? Earth is not just your home, it is also our home. It’s 
our duty to protect Earth,” Mason answered.  

“Yeah, Mr. David! Old Master Stefani is right. We’re just protecting our home, so you 
don’t have to thank us. On the contrary, we should thank you. If it weren’t for you, Earth 
would cease to exist.”  

“Mr. David, you’re the pride of all earthlings. Who would have thought the Master of the 
Milky Way would come from a small indigenous living planet on the brink of the Milky 
Way?”  



Everyone showed smiles after the Earth’s crisis was solved. Now, they all came up to 
praise David.  

However, they were not wrong. David was indeed the pride of all earthlings.  

After they exchanged pleasantries, David turned around to look at one of the Stellar 
Rankers and asked, ” Tell me, how did you find this place, and who instructed you?”  

When David asked that question, the Stellar Ranked noticed he could speak again.  

Thus, he quickly replied, “Master of the Milky Way, we’re bounty hunters from the Royal 
Region who were hired by Harlan Busch, the direct descendant of the Busch family. We 
initially didn’t know what we were supposed to do, but when we were approaching, he 
told us he found an indigenous living planet and he needed our help to plant a slave 
mark.  

“When we were about to take action, we heard your announcement that you were 
banning slave marks with the punishment for disobeying being our families destruction. 
Therefore, we stopped immediately. However, we have no clue as to how Harlan found 
out about this place. You killed him just now.”  
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He did not dare to hide anything from the Master of the Milky Way.  

Thus, he could only tell David everything in hopes that David would forgive him.  

“Even if you stopped the slave mark planting, you didn’t want to have wasted your time 
coming here, so you decided to loot Earth, am I right?” David asked calmly.  

“Please calm down, Master! Please calm down! Harlan was the one who came up with 
this idea. We  

didn’t want to do it. However, since he’s the Busch family’s direct descendant, we didn’t 
dare to offend him so we could only listen to him. Please spare us and let us go, 
Master…”  

Before he could finish, David sealed his mouth again to stop him from continuing.  

Then, David looked at Floyd.  

“Tell me, how did you find this place?”  

Floyd was not like the others. He seemed very calm.  



“You’re the one who wiped out the Tuffin family, right?” Floyd did not answer the 
question.  

David immediately understood.  

He was a Tuffin!  

Back then, even if he killed all of the Tuffin family’s cores, he did not eradicate the other 
Tuffin family members.  

That was how Earth’s location was leaked.  

At the end of the day, he was too soft–hearted.  

After he killed the main culprit, he did not have the heart to kill the others.  

“Are you a remaining member of the Tuffin family?” David asked.  

“Yes.” Floyd answered.  

“Did you sell Harlan Earth’s location?”  

“Yes!”  

“Why? Was it for money? Didn’t you know you’d have hurt a lot of innocent lives if you 
did this?”  

“Innocent? No one in this world is innocent. It’s all about strength. Anyone with strength 
will have power and can do whatever they want.”  

Floyd was throwing caution to the wind.  

When he learned that the Master of the Milky Way David was the strongest person on 
Earth, he understood it would be useless to beg for mercy. There was no way that he 
could continue living.  

Since he would die anyway, why not toughen up for once?  

“Very good. I’m happy with your answer. Now that I have strength, does it mean I can 
kill you?” David asked, feeling engrossed.  

“Of course!”  

“To be honest, I quite admire you, but unfortunately, you have to die since you 
assaulted my family.”  



After David said that, he gathered his mind power and squeezed Floyd into minced 
meat.  

To prevent the spillage of too much blood and gore, he opened a space crack behind 
Floyd and directly threw his corpse inside.  

After that, he turned to look at the remaining bounty hunters.  

David’s action caused their hearts to tighten. Unfortunately, they could not do anything 
and could only wait for David to deal with them.  

“Since you’re not the main culprits, I’ll give you a chance to live.”  

After David said that, he waved his hand.  

A space crack appeared behind each of the bounty hunters Harlan hired.  

“As long as you can come out from the space crack alive, I won’t pursue this anymore.  

After he said that, he sent all of the bounty hunters into the space crack as their eyes 
widened in horror.  

Everyone knew that only Eternal Realms could survive a long time in a space crack.  

David said he was giving them a chance for them to live, but in reality, he did not want 
them to survive. If they went into the space crack with their measly strength, they would 
surely die.  

David had finished taking care of everything.  

He had dealt with all the aliens that did not belong on Earth.  

David was about to leave and find a place to spend some intimate moments with Celia. 
It had been so long since he left Earth. Even if he was surrounded by beautiful women, 
he had been holding himself back all this while.  

Suddenly, David sensed something and he lifted his head to look at the void outside 
Earth.  
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An enormous tortoise had just arrived outside of Earth.  



A tortoise was a synonym for slow in the eyes of others.  

However, this enormous tortoise had subverted everyone’s understanding of this kind of 
creature. It was moving at lightning speed.  

It could even outmaneuver David, who had just broken into Eternal Realm.  

Hence, it was definitely a great help for anyone who wanted to travel across the 
universe.  

The tortoise was the ride belonging to Celeste, the Universe Enforcer who was 
responsible for the portion of the universe where the Milky Way was located.  

After she entered the Milky Way, a small low–civilization galaxy, she noticed the traces 
of David tearing the void. Then, she followed it all the way here.  

She wanted to see who in this low–level civilization had entered Eternal Realm, and 
finally, she came to Earth.  

“Ms. Celeste, are we there?” Amadi asked.  

“Yes. I came to this place following the traces the other party left. It should have come 
from this planet below us,” Celeste answered.  

“It’s just a planet that’s the size of a pellet. How can an Eternal Realm exist in this 
place?”  

Amadi looked at the small blue planet not far away. He did not believe this at all.  

“Amadi, you can’t only look at the surface. Let’s go down. They’ve already noticed us.”  

Amadi shrugged and did not say anything.  

With Celeste’s instructions, the enormous tortoise started approaching Earth.  

When the enormous tortoise reached the Earth’s exterior, David’s mind power sensed a 
huge energy approaching.  

David lifted his head and looked at the void outside Earth.  

‘Is that the energy from someone the same level as me?  

‘I am already at Eternal Realm.  

‘So does this mean the person outside Earth that suddenly appeared is at Eternal 
Realm just like me?  



‘Aren’t I the first person to get to Eternal Realm?  

‘Why are there people at the same level as me?  

‘Are they powerhouses from another galaxy?‘  

“What’s wrong, David?” Celia asked from one side.  

The others noticed David acting strangely, so they all looked at him with weird glances.  

“Lena!” David called out all of a sudden.  

“Yeah?”  

Selena was stunned. She did not expect David to call out for her.  

“Watch everyone. If needed, you can abandon Earth to save your life.”  

David suddenly looked solemn.  

He did not know if the Eternal Realm who appeared suddenly was friend or foe.  

It would be fine if they came in peace, but if they did not, David did not know if he could 
protect Earth.  

After all, he had just got into Eternal Realm.  

However, David believed that he should beware of Greeks bearing gifts!  

Since the other party came to Earth out of the blue and did not even announce their 
arrival, David had to prepare for the worst.  

Everyone at the scene started feeling nervous after David said that.  

‘If needed, you can abandon Earth to save your life?  

‘Will things be that serious?  

‘Didn’t David just get into Eternal Realm and become the Master of the Milky Way?  

‘Isn’t he the strongest person in the Milky Way now? Why did he say this?‘  

“David, what’s wrong? Are there any powerful enemies approaching again?” Mason 
asked.  



“Yes, but for now, I still don’t know if they are friends or foes. Be prepared. If they do not 
come in peace, I don’t know if I can protect all of you, so you have to look after 
yourselves. I will try to lure them away from Earth as best as I can later,” David 
answered.  

“David, will it be that bad? Why don’t we run away?” Celia grabbed David’s hand and 
asked in concern.  

Selena, Pearl, and the others also looked at David nervously.  

David patted Celia’s hand lightly and comforted her, “Don’t worry. I am worried about 
you the most right now. As long as you’re fine, everything will be fine. I am at Eternal 
Realm, so I have an unlimited lifespan and a body that can’t die. It’s hard for me to die, 
but I am worried that something bad will happen to you.”  

Mason and the other powerhouses were once again shocked by what David said.  

‘Eternal Realms have an unlimited lifespan and a body that can’t die?‘ 
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‘Is that true?  

‘Does it mean that we can be immortals if we reach Eternal Realm?  

‘Is that possible?‘  

Even if they all felt that this might only be a fantasy, it might just be possible.  

“Mr. David, are you saying you can live forever if you reach Eternal Realm and become 
immortal?” Someone asked, unable to hold themselves back.  

The others looked at David.  

Clearly, they were very interested in this topic.  

David looked at the longing looks in the powerhouses‘ eyes and explained patiently, 
“Eternal Realm is like a huge barrier. Once you enter it, you will enter another vast sky 
with a lot of possibilities. Your body will continuously produce vitality for your organs so 
that they have enough energy at all times. Not only will you have an unlimited lifespan, 
but you can also regenerate your head quickly if it’s chopped off. If you don’t run into 
someone who’s a lot stronger than you, you won’t die even if they turn you into dust. So, 
you’re basically immortal once you’re at Eternal Realm.”  



Everyone was speechless after hearing what David said.  

An Eternal Realm could live forever. They could even regenerate their heads if they 
were chopped off, wouldn’t this mean it would be hard to kill an Eternal Realm?  

Very few people could approach the topic of death calmly ever since the dawn of time.  

Who would want to die?  

No one!  

Even if Mason was very calm when he was facing death back then, it did not mean he 
wanted to die.  

He just had no choice.  

If one could live forever, one would not want to die.  

“Are you telling the truth, Mr. David?”  

“Of course! I don’t need to joke around with you. So, you have to train hard because if 
you manage to reach Eternal Realm, your body will enjoy endless vitality. It will be very 
tough for you to die then.”  

Now, everyone was filled with enthusiasm.  

They all wanted to be like David.  

They wanted to step into Eternal Realm one day in the future and be immortal.  

However, Celia and the other women who were close to David did not feel the same 
way.  

They did not want to get to Eternal Realm and be immortal, instead, they were thinking 
about how David was at Eternal Realm and how he was immortal.  

A century was like a blink of an eye to David. However, even if they did not die after a 
hundred years, they themselves would be very old.  

Yet, David would still remain the same, so how would they face David in the future?  

A group of white–haired hags and a handsome young man in his twenties.  

If others did not know the truth, they would think they were two or three generations 
apart!  



No!  

They could not let this happen.  

They also wanted to get to Eternal Realm so they could stay with David forever.  

At this moment, Celia and the others felt a strong sense of urgency, and they were very 
motivated.  

“Mr. David, is it hard reaching Eternal Realm?” Someone asked.  

The reason he asked this was because the powerhouses on Earth felt it might not be 
too hard to enter Eternal Realm.  

After all, David got there less than a year after he left Earth.  

Moreover, David was so young.  

Even if David was the smartest man on Earth, the powerhouses believed that once they 
got out of Earth and spent some time in space, they might have a chance of breaking 
through to Eternal Realm.  

David did not answer this question because he did not know what to say.  

If he told them the truth, it would be a huge blow to their confidence.  

They wanted to enter Eternal Realm? This would be so difficult that words could not 
describe it.  

If David did not have the system, he would not even think about it.  

Emperor Nimbus was acknowledged as the one in the Milky Way with the most potential 
to enter Eternal Realm, but now, he was still stuck at the last step. It was unknown if he 
could even achieve this goal in his lifetime. 

 


